
Message from Mrs Barr 
Dear Parents 

This week throughout the school there has been a focus on wellbeing in support of Children’s 
Mental Health week. It is a fast moving world that the children are growing up in, exasperated by the 
ever present social media.  
Set up by the children’s mental health charity, Place2Be, this week shines a spotlight on the 
importance of children and young people’s mental health, with the theme of ‘Find your Brave’. 
The aim is for the children to understand that bravery can be about sharing worries and asking for 
help, trying something new or pushing themselves outside of their comfort zone. Chepstow House 
already champions these attributes, and so this week reinforces our ongoing wellbeing curriculum 
and supports our desire for your children to build their confidence and self-esteem to make them 
feel good about themselves. 

Best wishes  

, 
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DIARY DATES W/C 10th February 

Don’t forget to check the school website and FROG for full details of school 
events and sports fixtures 

Chepstow House Weekly Diary Dates

Year Group Event For further information please see: 

(All sports information on FROG)

Reception

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3 • Year 3 Rugby Vs Notting Hill Prep (11/02/20) 
• Year 3 Hockey Vs Notting Hill Prep (11/02/20) 
• Year 3 Coffee Morning (13/02/20)

➢ Website & Evolve 
➢ Website & Evolve 
➢ Website

Year 4 ➢ Website & Evolve 
➢ Website & Evolve 

Year 5 • Year 5 Rugby Vs Wetherby (Boys) (13/02/20) ➢ Website & Evolve

Year 6 • Year 6 Rugby Vs Wetherby (Boys) (10/02/20) ➢ Website & Evolve

Year 7

Whole school • KS2 & 3 Reading Workshop (10/01/20) 
• Year 3/4/5/6 Swimming Gala (12/02/20) 
• Second Hand Uniform Sale (13/02/20) 
• Friendship Fun Day (13/02/20)

➢ Website  
➢ Website & Evolve 
➢ Website 
➢ Website
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STARS OF THE WEEK 
Class Name Reason

Robin Yasmine For putting in so much effort and 
going such great writing. 

Sparrow George For your determined and positive 
attitude to your learning.

Wren Charley For your excellent input during 
our bravery discussion.

Starling Beatrix For your amazing progress in 
litracey

Pelican Alexandra For her lovely ‘my news’ writing. 

Puffin Jasper For your hard work on your teen 
and tea (ty) numbers in maths. 
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Penguin Callan For demonstrating excellent 
teamwork skills during our non-

chronological reports week.

Swallow Sophia For your well structured formal 
letter!

Kingfisher Teo For an excellent formal letter to 
Dumbledore. 

Woodpecker Henry For your passionate letter of 
complaint to Boris Johnson about 

Brexit.

Woodlark Honr For your persuasive roller-coaster 
advert packed full of adjectives.

Skylark Poppy For writing effectively to 
persuade others to visit her 

theme park. 

Tawny Owl Sandor For trying your best including 
interesting vocabulary in your 

writing.

Class Name Reason

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



WELL DONE TO ALL OUR STARS THIS WEEK! 

SPECIALIST AWARDS 

Barn Owl Ocean For being an excellent role model 
to her class and a great friend. 

Snowy Owl Eva For your effort in writing over the 
last few weeks

Harrier 
Hawk

Siddiqa For listening carefully and trying 
her best when learning fraction 

addition and subtraction

Grey Hawk Ege For showing great investigative 
skills using Numicon to compare 
and order fractions with different 

denominators 

Golden 
Eagle

Sachin For an excellent rebuttal in 
debating.

Class Name Reason

 

 

 

 

 

Class Name Reason

Sport Ethan For having a great swimming lesson and 
showing great buoyancy skills

Art Louis & Veronika Collaborative, Matisse inspired shape 
collage

French Vincent Showing curiosity and interest for the 
language 

Music Noah In recognition of the great effort he is 
making with singing. Love the matching 
dance moves too!
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BEHAVIOUR AWARD 

Well done to the following children who were awarded the 
behaviour badge for being RESPONSIBLE this week.
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MERITS AWARDED THIS WEEK 
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Blenheim Portobello Lancaster Ladbroke



NEWS FROM MUSIC DEPARTMENT 
For the past couple of weeks children preparing to take their music grade exams have been performing in the 
weekly Tuesday assembly. This week we have had some lovely renditions of pieces from the grade 2 piano 
book, photos of which you can see below. (video on FROG – music/events). 

I am also pleased to announce the addition of a new member to the Birthday Band. The saxophone really fills 
out the band and gives it some presence. (Video to come soon). 

Don’t forget to check out FROG and our Instagram page for all the photos from this 
week @chepstowhouseschool 
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NEWS FROM ART DEPARTMENT 
Over the last few weeks, Year 2 have been learning about positive, negative, organic and geometric shape. 
Being inspired by Henri Matisse’s collage work that he created in his later years they used the formal element 
of rhythm and mathematical precision to create repeat patterns show casing their knowledge of these shape 

concepts. A difficult task, well done Year 2.  

Don’t forget to check out FROG and our Instagram page for all the photos from this week 
@chepstowhouseschoolart 
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INSTAGRAM
Follow us on 

@chepstowhouseschoolar
t



NEWS FROM SPORTS DEPARTMENT 
Year 6 and 7 rugby vs NHP @ Chiswick Rugby Club – 3rd February 2020 

Seven Year 6 and 7 boys travelled to the impressive facilities of Chiswick Rugby Club to take on Notting Hill 
Prep. The boys came out 35-15 winners in a professional and impressive performance, everybody 
contributing to a good all round win. John and Alex N (both year 7s) leading from the front, Alex F scoring 
two magnificent tries and Sachin doing a brilliant job acting as scrum half. A good win for the Year 6/ boys, 
they are next in action on the 10th Feb when they take on Wetherby Prep at Park Club.  

Players of the match – John and Alex F 

The Y6 ‘B’ team played a combination of two of NHP’s mixed ‘B’ teams across four quarters. They started 
playing quite tightly together with Lola, Coco and Izzy all playing quite narrowly in the middle. However, once 
they started to open up the play and spread out, we became a much more effective team, working well to 
transition the ball from defence through midfield and towards the strikers. Izzy had a superb game, making 

plenty of attacking runs, running at pace and always 
looking to get a shot away. Antonia was also lethal in the 
middle and up front on her call up from Y5. She worked 
well with Izzy, while Coco was effective at distributing the 
ball. Freddie was commanding at the back, working well 
with Jaeden as a solid defensive duo. A great all round 
performance that was entertaining to watch. Well done to 
everyone who played. 

‘B’ team player of the match – Coco 

On Monday the 3rd February, Year 6 played a hockey 
match against Notting Hill Prep. We all played really well 
but unfortunately we lost 7-4. The player of the match was 
Ellie Chung who played amazingly well in our team. Well 
done all, we are excited to for our next fixture. 

By Emily Laing- Sports Captain ‘B’ team player of the 
match - Massimo 

Year 4 rugby vs Notting Hill Prep @ Chiswick Rugby Club – 3rd February  

The Year 4 rugby players travelled to Chiswick Rugby Club in high spirits ahead of a mouth-watering 
‘Lancaster Road Derby’ clash.  

The Y4 ‘A’ team came out slightly more timid than their previous game at the start. However, they soon 
began to gain their confidence and go in hard for the tackles. The likes of Jude, Nicholas and Maarten were 
throwing in some strong aggressive tackles, proving hard to get around. Michael on the wings had a great 
game today, playing to his strengths by making some quality darting runs at pace to result in several tries. 
Maarten continues to be the ‘scrum half’ of the team, always there ready to receive the ball when it’s 
presented after a tackle. The boys were up against a particularly strong NHP ‘A’ team today, and the score 
was a 5-2 win for NHP. However, we came away with a 2-2 draw against their ‘B’ team, so all was not lost. The 
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boys played well and improved as each match went on. Still some work to be done on the tackling but our 
passing and offloading continues to impress. A valiant effort all round, well done. 

Chepstow ‘B’ team played some promising rugby across two matches, winning 25-0 and 15-10. Joachim and 
Chris W shining in a strong performance. Chepstow tackled well but find it hard to space out on occasions 
which made in hard for the ‘B’s to influence the game. However, this was another promising performance 
from the ‘B’s.  

‘A’ team player of the match - Michael 

‘B’ team player of the match – Joachim 

Year 5 rugby vs NHP @ Linford Christie – 6th February 2020 

On Thursday, the year 5 rugby players played in a match against NHP, the result of the match was 13-6 (65-30), 
meaning a Chepstow win. The match was played with two mixed Chepstow teams against one NHP tean, 
because NHP only had eight players in their team. We were very good at scoring tries but we can work on 
rucking faster. The player of the match for Chepstow was Pacha. 

Match report written by Achille and Tristan (year 5)  

i 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INSTAGRAM
Follow us on 

@chepstowhouseschoolsport



NEWS FROM FRENCH DEPARTMENT 
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Every term, 2 children from each year group who are fluent in a foreign language will be chosen by Madame 
Robinne and Mrs Colella to form a language council. The language council will meet once a term (starting 

after February half term).  

They will help to promote and develop all languages at Chepstow and encourage everyone to learn 

and try other languages.

New at CHS: 

LANGUAGE AMBASSADORS 

Bravo, Edward (Harrier Hawk) for writing a play in French about the 
Royal Family. Brilliant writing and most entertaining!

Year 4 tried new activities using ipads to memorise spelling words for family members.
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Barn Owls were treated a “crêpes dégustation” by Manon’s mum to celebrate “La Chandeleur”, or 
“Candlemas”, 40 days after Christmas. There were so many delicious toppings to choose from!! Merci 
Madame Chaumet, come back for Pancake Day please!



LITTLE CHEPSTOW NEWS 
Well, the highlight of the week certainly has been the Toy Sale. The children in nursery have been excited all 
week at the prospect of choosing a special item.  

The event certainly didn’t disappoint as frenzied browsing gave way to scenes that resembled early store 
opening on Black Friday, as four classes of preschoolers jostled for their personal bargains.  

I hasten to add that no one was injured in the frenetic purchasing, apart from one unfortunate Peppa Pig who 
was carried off in a Fisher Price ambulance with an injured snout! 

All (well most) were delighted by their choices and there have been a few requests to have a Toy Sale every 
day! We will discuss…. 

Don’t forget to check out FROG and our Instagram page for all the photos from 
this week @littlechepstownurseryschool 
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RECEPTION NEWS 
We have really enjoyed thinking about what bravery is this week. We talked about times where we needed to 
be brave and show courage. We also had so much fun turning ourselves into superheroes! In maths this week, 
we have focused on using numicon to support our understanding. Check out our doubling skills! We also had 
so much fun with the junk modelling and other creative activities. Cookery was amazing this week as we made 
delicious pizzas - yum! Finally, we hope you’ve got your dinosaur costumes ready for our dinosaur dress up 
day! 

Don’t forget to check out FROG and our Instagram page for all the photos from 
this week @chepstowhouseschool 
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YEAR 1 NEWS 
Year 1 have been busy working on Goldilocks and the three bears and now our Waterstone book reviews. We 
have had some amazing books in from our friends and we are really enjoying reading to each other and 
sharing our stories. The theme is on Narina so we have had quite a collection of fantasy stories. This week our 
maths is concentrated on addition and subtraction and is really fun because we are using Numicon to help us. 
Our topic is all about the United Kingdom. How many things can we think of that are special to the UK.  

In the Puffin class we found out fish and chips, roast beef, English breakfast and Chicken Tikka were the UKs 
favorite foods! We have been busy collecting together all our old toys and bringing them in for the Toy Sale 
and we are super excited to buy a toy from our shop.   

Don’t forget to check out FROG and our Instagram page for all the photos from 
this week @chepstowhouseschool 
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YEAR 2 NEWS 
This week was Mental Health week. Year 2 spoke a lot about different feelings and emotions and possible 
reasons for feeling this way. After reading ‘Ruby’s worry’, we learnt that it is good to talk about our worries. 
We also have a worry box in our classrooms to help our worries shrink and disappear. We discussed gratitude 

and thought about all the reasons to be grateful such as our family, health and being able to go to school. As 
this year’s theme was bravery, we decided to do things that we wouldn’t normally do – well done year 2 for 
being so brave and talking about your feelings! 

Don’t forget to check out FROG and our Instagram page for all the photos from 
this week @chepstowhouseschool 
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YEAR 3 NEWS 
Year 3 have had another busy and exciting week. On Tuesday, we went to the Saatchi gallery to visit the 
Tutankhamun exhibition. We were fascinated by the amazing artefacts that had been unseen for thousands of 
years. In particular, we were impressed by a huge bronze statue that guarded King Tut and loved seeing some 

of the bejeweled gold bands that were around his mummy. After exploring the atmospheric exhibition, we 
had a hieroglyphic workshop and made our own colourful cartouches. This led us nicely in to the Woodlarks’ 
‘awful Egyptians’ class assembly on Wednesday. We are really enjoying our history topic and some of us may 
become archaeologists, museum curators or Egyptologists when we are older… watch this space! 

Don’t forget to check out FROG and our Instagram page for all the photos from this week 
@chepstowhouseschool 
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YEAR 4 NEWS 
This week is Mental Health week so we have been talking about what it means to be brave and how we can be 
courageous in life. We talked about the difference between being brave and acting dangerously.  

"  

Don’t forget to check out FROG and our Instagram page for all the photos from this week 
@chepstowhouseschool 
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YEAR 5 NEWS 
Year 5 have thoroughly enjoyed and benefited from all of the wellbeing activities we have been doing this 
week, particularly creating a kindness calendar for February. I have loved hearing about all the children’s 
completed acts of kindness and watching them proudly tick them off on their calendars.  

In maths, we have been continuing our fractions unit, multiplying and dividing using Numicon to support their 
understanding.  

In English, all children have been busy planning their book reviews. In comprehension lessons, we have been 
focusing on trying hard to use the correct structure and backing up our answer using quotes from the text.  

Don’t forget to check out FROG and our Instagram page for all the photos from this week 
@chepstowhouseschool 
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YEAR 6 NEWS 
We are half way through our English focused book, The 1000 Year Old Boy, and we are all gripped by a 
recent fire and our main character becoming an orphan.  The children acted out their predictions for the next 
part of the story and also held a debate with the motion ‘Should Alfie tell the truth?’ As the children became 

more confident during the debate, they became more aware of how to use their 3 minute speech time to 
provide their views and challenge others. Isla bravely challenged Henry with her ‘point of information’ during 
his speech. Being brave during the debate linked very well to our focus during Mental Health Week ‘Find 
Your Brave.’ I am hoping we have lots to share in next week’s newsletter about our activities for mental health 
week. 

Don’t forget to check out FROG and our Instagram page for all the photos from this week 
@chepstowhouseschool 
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CHARITY NEWS 
Chepstow are excited to be supporting a fantastic initiative from Stand by Me call ‘February on the 
floor’. Most of us take our beds for granted but, sadly, many families in Ethiopia do not have the 
luxury of a comfy, warm place to sleep. Our year 7s, alongside 5 members of staff, will be putting 
themselves in the shoes of the children in Ethiopia by spending a week sleeping on the floor. At the 
end of the week, we hope to be able to provide beds for some of the families who are not as 
fortunate as us. Who will manage to raise more money, our year 7s or the Chepstow staff? We will 
be emailing out the links for the staff and students’ sponsorship pages and you can follow our school 
Instagram page for updates during the week!  

You can read more about ‘February on the floor’ by visiting https://www.standby.me/go/february-on-
the-floor. 
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ECO NEWS 
Thank you so much to everyone who has been making the effort to walk, bike or scoot to school over the last 
few weeks as part of our WOW scheme. The eco committee gave out lots of January badges and we hope 
February will be even better! Our walking bus kick started the initiative and it was great to see so many 

children come to show support. Walking to school can be a social event as well as a way to reduce 
congestion and pollution. Why not pick one day a week to walk in with your friends and their parents? You 
could even stop off for hot chocolate on the way!  
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